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Context: Clinicians use exercises in rehabilitation to enhance sensorimotor-function,
however evidence supporting their use is scarce. Objective: To evaluate acute effects of
handheld-vibration on joint position sense (JPS). Design: A repeated-measure,
randomized, counter-balanced 3-condition design. Setting: Sports Medicine and Science
Research Laboratory. Patients or Other Participants: 31 healthy college-aged
volunteers (16-males, 15-females; age=23+3y, mass=76+14kg, height=173+8cm).
Interventions: We measured elbow JPS and monitored training using the Flock-of-Birds
system (Ascension Technology, Burlington, VT) and MotionMonitor software (Innsport,
Chicago, IL), accurate to 0.5°. For each condition (15,5,0Hz vibration), subjects
completed three 15-s bouts holding a 2.55kg Mini-VibraFlex dumbbell (Orthometric,
New York, NY), and used software-generated audio/visual biofeedback to locate the
target. Participants performed separate pre- and post-test JPS measures for each
condition. For JPS testing, subjects held a non-vibrating dumbbell, identified the target
(90°flexion) using biofeedback, and relaxed 3-5s. We removed feedback and subjects
recreated the target and pressed a trigger. We used SPSS 14.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL)
to perform separate ANOVAs (p<0.05) for each protocol and calculated effect sizes using
standard-mean differences. Main Outcome Measures: Dependent variables were
absolute and variable error between target and reproduced angles, pre-post vibration
training. Results: 0Hz (F1,61=1.310,p=0.3) and 5Hz (F1,61=2.625,p=0.1) vibration did not
affect accuracy. 15Hz vibration enhanced accuracy (6.5±0.6 to 5.0±0.5°)
(F1,61=8.681,p=0.005,ES=0.3). 0Hz did not affect variability (F1,61=0.007,p=0.9). 5Hz
vibration decreased variability (3.0±1.8 to 2.3±1.3°) (F1,61=7.250,p=0.009), as did 15Hz
(2.8±1.8 to 1.8±1.2°) (F1,61=24.027, p<0.001). Conclusions: Our results support using
handheld-vibration to improve sensorimotor-function. Future research should include
injured subjects, functional multi-joint/multi-planar measures, and long-term effects of
similar training. Key words: sensorimotor-function, active repositioning, audio/visual
biofeedback
The elbow endures large magnitudes of force during the overhead throw.1,2 To avoid
injury, the senorimotor system (SMS) must control and disperse stress by coordinating joint
motion and position.3-7 When loads are too great, the stabilizing structures of the joint are at risk
for injury.1,2 Structural damage compromises stability, hampers SMS function, and may lead to
further structural damage and fatigue.8-15 Clinicians use this paradigm to identify perspective
interventions including endurance training, surgical procedures, and rehabilitation. Clinical trials
have observed postponement of fatigue through a combination of resistance and endurance
training.16 Surgical interventions followed by rehabilitation incorporating neuromusculartraining rectify structural damage and restore SMS function.17 During post-surgical or
conservative rehabilitation programs, clinicians employ exercises using manual rhythmic
stabilization or oscillatory devices with the goal of enhancing neuromuscular control (NMC).18
These exercises include short bursts of resistance that require an almost subconscious SMS
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reaction to restore or maintain joint position and stability. Evidence validating the efficacy of
these rehabilitation exercises is scarce however, because standardizing the applied resistance is
challenging. Our goal was to standardize a neuromuscular-training exercise and observe the
acute effects on active JPS at the elbow. We used a vibrating dumbbell to standardize the
applied resistance during elbow neuromuscular-training. Traditionally, research examining
vibration has reported the occupational hazards of exposure to high loads/frequencies produced
by industrial machinery on SMS function.19-22 Strength and conditioning research has observed
positive acute effects of vibration using high frequencies of whole body vibration (WBV), for
periods ranging from 1 to 10 minutes.23-28 These short bouts of WBV immediately enhance
average velocity, force, and power,23 through neuromuscular mechanisms similar to the changes
observed over the first ten weeks of power-training.29 Researchers23-28 attribute these transient
augmentations following vibration to neuromuscular mechanisms including a heightened
awareness and joint control strategy with quicker rate of force development. While the precise
mechanisms remain largely unknown,22-28 researchers postulate they stem from enhanced
neuromuscular efficiency.24 Although such vibration exercises affect the components providing
NMC, no research has investigated the acute effects of vibration-enhanced neuromusculartraining on SMS function. Therefore, our purpose was to examine the acute effects of
neuromuscular-training using handheld-vibration (HV) on SMS function as measured through
active elbow JPS.
Methods
Research Design
We used a repeated-measure, randomized, and counterbalanced 3-condition (crossover)
design. The independent variables were frequency of HV at three levels (0 [control], 5, and
15Hz) and time at two levels (pre- and post-test). The dependant variables were absolute
(accuracy) and variable (variability) error scores measured through active elbow JPS. Subjects
performed pre and post-tests 3 separate times, thereby serving as members of each group
(control, 5 and 15Hz)
Participants
We randomly sampled of 31 healthy college-aged individuals (16 males, 15 females; 29
right-handed, 2 left-handed; age= 23+3 y, mass= 76+14 kg, height= 173+8 cm). We screened
participants using a health history questionnaire and excluded subjects based on prior history of
upper-extremity injury (within the last year), major upper-extremity surgery, or central nervous
system disorder. We asked participants, 24hr before their appointment, to abstain from strenuous
upper-extremity activity to help eliminate any possible fatigue or carry-over soreness. Prior to
data collection, all participants read and signed an informed consent form approved by the
Institutional Review Board.
Instruments
We collected and analyzed degrees of bilateral elbow flexion using four wired sensors
from the Flock-of-Birds electromagnetic tracking system (Ascension Technology, Burlington,
VT), and MotionMonitor software (Innsport, Chicago, IL). This system is considered reliable14
and accurate (0.5° at 0.91m).30 During the intervention, participants held a 2.55kg MiniVibraFlex dumbbell (Orthometric, New York, NY).
Procedures
Digitizing. We digitized participants according to the International Society of
Biomechanics’ standardized protocol.31 We attached sensors bilaterally to participants’ distal
posterior forearm and over the deltoid tuberosity of the ulna with elastic straps and a mild spray
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adhesive. We palpated, marked and digitized bony landmarks on each arm including medial and
lateral humeral epicondyles, radial and ulnar styloid processes.
Order of Testing. Participants performed a pre-test measure of JPS, underwent a
randomized intervention and repeated the JPS measure. We tested each arm individually and
randomly assigned the order of arm testing (dominant or non-dominant). Each participant was
tested as a member of one intervention group, rested for 45-minutes (to limit any physical or
mental fatigue or learning effect), and returned to serve as a member of the remaining
intervention groups.
JPS Measure. For each elbow JPS test, participants stood, resting their test elbow on a
padded, adjustable armrest. We adjusted the height of the pipe by adding or removing 1.9cm
wooden planks to attain 60±5º of shoulder flexion. Because adding resistance32 with auditory
and visual biofeedback33, 34 during JPS testing enhances NMC, during NM-training, our
participants held a 2.55kg non-metal dumbbell and used both visual and auditory real-time
feedback provided by the biofeedback software. The software generated a tone when the testelbow deviated more than 1 degree from the desired target angle. The participants faced a
monitor on which the software presented visual feedback including oscilloscopes illustrating
position of the test-elbow in relation to the target angle. An investigator trained participants to
produce the desired target angle of 90 º elbow flexion using the software generated real-time
visual and auditory biofeedback. The visual biofeedback included line graphs indicating the
participant’s elbow flexion angle in relation to the target angle. The computer generated a tone
when elbow flexion angle deviated from the target by more than one degree. To begin each JPS
test, subject found the target angle, maintained the position for 3-5s, then relaxed their arm,
resting the dumbbell on the table. Before attempting angle-reproduction trials, participants
blindfold themselves and we removed auditory biofeedback. To indicate when they believed
they had reproduced the target angle, participants pressed a trigger in their contra-lateral hand.
After pressing the trigger, participants returned their arm to the resting position and began the
next angle-reproduction trail within three seconds. Participants performed three anglereproduction trails for each JPS test.
HV Training Protocol. Participants underwent separate JPS testing before and after each
of the three interventions (0, 5, 15Hz). Two of the three experimental interventions included
vibration of the 2.55kg dumbbell at 5 or 15Hz with an amplitude of 2mm. The remaining
intervention used no vibration (0Hz, control). To maintain the position of 60±5º of shoulder
flexion during training, we raised or lowered the height of the padded bar (based of the
participant’s height) and instructed participants to refrain from resting their elbow on the padded
bar during the training. We did this to maintain a consistent shoulder angle and eliminate
distribution of force to the table and any discomfort it may have caused. We began the vibration
and reintroduced to the target elbow position to participants actively, using the software
generated real-time visual and auditory biofeedback. Participants held this position for 15s using
the biofeedback, before lowering their arm and resting for 60s. Participants repeated the
vibration bout two more times, with a minute of rest between each bout.
Statistical Analysis. We performed statistical analyses using SPSS 14.0 statistical
package for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) with a significance level set a priori at P ≤ 0.05.
For each dependent variable, accuracy (absolute error, absolute distance from the target) and
variability (variable error, variability of angles reproduced), and each intervention (vibration at 0,
5, and 15Hz), we used a separate analyses of variance to compare pre-test to post-test values.
We calculated effect sizes for each exercise condition using the standard mean difference
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equation.35
Results
Our purpose was to evaluate the acute effects of neuromuscular-training using three
frequencies of HV on the accuracy and variability of elbow JPS. Table 1 presents the effects of
each vibration protocol on active elbow JPS. The 0Hz and 5Hz vibration protocols did not have
a significant effect on accuracy (P>0.05), while the 15Hz vibration protocol significantly
enhanced accuracy (decreased absolute error) (P≤0.05). The 0Hz vibration protocol did not
significantly effect variability (P>0.05), while 5 and 15Hz vibration significantly enhanced
variability (decreased variable error) (P≤0.05).
Discussion
We observed an acute enhancement of active elbow JPS (accuracy and variability) after
neuromuscular-training using dumbbell vibration at 15Hz. This is the first report indicating
vibration may enhance acute JPS when used in neuromuscular-training. We also observed less
variability after neuromuscular-training using 5Hz vibration (Table 1). Because we used low
frequency vibration for short durations, there is no data affording comparisons to ours. Our
general observation that vibration can enhance NMC however, is in contrast to previous
reports.14,36-38
Our use of low frequencies of vibration for short durations of exposure may have enabled the
acute enhancements in SMS function we observed. Research indicates that exposure to high
loads of vibration for an extended period is detrimental to SMS function.36 Large magnitudes
(amplitude, frequency, and exposure duration) are believed to disrupt the ability of the peripheral
afferents to function.37 It is also well established that muscular fatigue also decreases NMC.14,38
We did not observe the negative effects muscular fatigue would have produced, because of the
low frequencies and short periods of vibration exposure compared with other reports.14, 36-38
While the majority of vibration research focuses on its detrimental effects, not all reports
investigating vibration have observed negative results.22,32,33 We actually observed an acute
enhancement of JPS immediately after HV exposure, which is supported by literature. When
observing JPS immediately before and after vibration exposure, instead of during vibration
exposure, NMC was not impaired.22 Researchers attribute this observation to the SMS receiving
more afferent stimulation during vibration exposure, creating a clearer image of limb position in
relation to the remembered framework of the central nervous system.22 Researchers also
observed that when testing JPS in the midranges of motion, NMC was not impaired by vibration
exposure.22 We tried to enhance JPS by incorporating added resistance during the JPS testing
and vibration exposure. One JPS report suggests that adding resistance enhances SMS
function.32 We also used auditory and visual biofeedback during the neuromuscular-training to
enhance NMC. Researchers observed greater movement velocity while maintaining accuracy
with the aid of visual biofeedback during MNC testing.33 In comparison, we observed acute
enhancement of JPS measuring immediately after vibration exposure in the mid range of elbow
flexion with audio and visual biofeedback. All proposed mechanisms for the enhancement of
JPS, we observed.
Our results support the use of HV in exercise programs designed to improve sensorimotor
function. While we used HV to standardize NMC tasks used clinically, further research should
investigate if these same enhancements may be elicited using more common clinical techniques.
We acknowledge that this study, like all research has limitations. We used a standard 2.55kg
dumbbell and did not normalize the magnitude of resistance to participant body mass or maximal
force output. Because we used a light dumbbell, only measured elbow flexion, and subjects only
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held positions for 15s, participants did not report feeling fatigue regardless of body mass. We
believe that the 5Hz vibration did not significantly enhance accuracy due to a lack of statistical
power (Table 1). We only observed the acute effects of HV; the chronic effects of
neuromuscular-training programs warrant further investigation. Our results only apply to healthy
college-aged individuals. Further research should investigate the effects of HV in injured
populations and those of different age groups. Future research into the use of HV should include
other vibration frequencies and exposure durations, measure other joints, and functional multijoint/multi-planar measures.
Our study was unique in that it was the first to observe an acute enhancement of active elbow
JPS following neuromuscular–training. We used vibration-enhanced resistance with audio and
visual biofeedback to enhance the affect of neuromuscular-training on JPS. We believe we were
able to enhance JPS by increasing the amount of afferent information provided to the central
nervous system. The added afferent information may have enabled the central nervous system to
develop a clearer image of extremity positioning and thus enhance NMC.23 This is important
clinically, because decreased NMC can lead to further injury. One reason this is the first study to
observe this is because of the difficulty in standardizing neuromuscular-training exercises. Short
bouts of HV in conjunction with other neuromuscular-training shows promise in enhancing SMS
function.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Analysis of the acute effects of neuromuscular-training with hand-held vibration on
accuracy and variability of active elbow joint position sense
Vibration
Pre-test
Post-test
F
Power Effect_Size*
p
Frequency
0Hz-a
7.0±4.9
6.3±4.3
1.310
0.257
0.203
n/a
0Hz-v
3.0±2.1
2.9±1.8
0.007
0.933
0.051
n/a
5Hz-a
5.4±3.5
4.7±2.8
2.625
0.110
0.358
n/a
5Hz-v
3.0±1.8
2.3±1.3
7.250
0.009
n/a
0.42
15Hz-a
6.5±4.9
5.0±3.5
8.681
0.005
n/a
0.33
15Hz-v
2.8±1.8
1.8±1.2
24.027
<0.001
n/a
0.62
Legend: a=absolute error; v=variable error; *Effect size calculated by using the standard
mean difference equation

